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Green Concept

BATTERY SAVING SET
Save the environment by using rechargeable batteries. The Battery save kit is helping to get a better 
world. Includes 2 pcs rechargeable batteries, USB battery charger, battery level checker and a waste 
box to collect the batteries that has to be given to your local battery drop off point. Help this earth to 
be more environment friendly. “ It starts with you”.
20 x 16 x 8 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

ENERGY SAVING SET
The products in this kit will allow your house hold to save valuable energy. Besides helping the 
environment this kit will also help you to save money. This set allows you to make a reduction in the 
amount of Co2 generated. Set includes two energy saving light bulbs, fridge thermometer and battery 
tester.
23 x 17 x 7 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant • LVD-compliant     
     PP - SP

WATER SAVING KIT
The products in this kit will allow your household to save valuable water. Besides helping the 
environment this kit will also help to save money. This also allows you to make a reduction in the 
amount of Co2 generated.Set includes Shower timer, Water saving shower head, water saving tap 
.head.
25 x 24 x 6,5 cm

     PP - SP
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ALKALINE BATTERY CHARGER
A battery charger to recharge your normal alkaline batteries. A unique product which is a step to save 
the environment and saves in your personal budget. Everybody should have one, make it yours!.
12,5 x 6,8 x 2,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant • LVD-compliant     
     PP - SP

USB BATTERY
Give a way this product and help saving the environment. This AA battery has a USB adaptor hidden 
under the positive end. It can be charged simply by connecting it to your PC.
ø 1,5 x 15 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

ENERGY SAVER
Charge the environment by saving energy. As a rule leaving your charger plugged inside the wall 
when you’re not using it means wasted electricity. This nifty gadget will turn of the any charger 
completely when it’s not charging a battery. Not only the battery of your mobile phone but also the 
battery your MP3/MP4 player or the battery of a power tool.
14,3 x 6,4 x 8 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant • LVD-compliant     
    PP - SP - EG

MARKSMAN USB BATTERY CHARGER
Slim and distinctive designed product which charges your rechargeable batteries in this USB battery 
charger. It recharge AA and AAA rechargeable batteries.
3,8 x 9,5 x 2,2 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP
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Green Concept

SOLAR CHARGER
Let the sun power your mobile electronics (PDA’s, digital cameras and smart phones). After 3-4 hours 
of direct sunlight, the mobile charger will provide power for approximately 10-12 hours. 5.5V solar 
panel. Includes USB cable, 5 connectors and rechargeable battery.
6,5 x 10 x 0,4 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

SOLAR CHARGER
Mobile power supply, back up your portable electronic equipment. Can be used on most of the 
current mobile phones. After 8 hours of direct sunlight, mobile charger will provide power for 
approximately 8 hours. 3.6V solar panel.
15 x 11 x 2,3 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

SOL - LITE CHARGER
Solar charger to charge your mobile phone, PDA, MP 3 player and digital camera. This item is 
equipped with an additional 220V adapter to charge your personal electronics at all times. Includes 
Nokia,Samsung, LG, Motorola, Sony plugs and mini USB adapter.
7 x 4 x 1 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant • LVD-compliant     
     PP - SP

SOLAR PHONE CHARGER
Free solar power source, no external power needed. Portable and perfect for your traveling and 
outdoor activities. Comes with multiple connectors for most types of mobile phones. After 6-8 hours 
on full sunlight, it will provide power for 3 hours, 2 x 2V solar panel.
6 x 10 x 2,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

RECHARGEABLE TORCH/MOBLE PHONE CHARGER
Use your energy. Spin around the handle, save the energy and the environment with this dynamo 
torch with bright LED. Mobile power supply, back up your portable electronic equipment. Comes with 
5 pcs connectors for most types of Nokia, Sony- Ericson, Samsung and Motorola.
9 x 4 x 3,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

RECHARGEABLE TORCH / MOBILE PHONE CHARGER
Turn around and get your energy. Dynamo torch with 3 bright LED. Mobile power supply to back up 
your portable electronic equipment. Comes with 5 pcs connectors for most types of Nokia, Sony- 
Ericson, Samsung and Motorola.
11,5 x 5,5 x 4 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP
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ECO MOUSE
This nice designed mouse has an economical button; when pushing this button the computer will 
automatically go into the “stand by” - modus. A computer program (software included) will calculate 
your savings in Co2, energy and money so you can directly see your contribution to the environment.
12 x 3,8 x 3,1 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

ECO TOUCH
Press 1 time and save twice. It is time to press the green button. The powersaver is the perfect tool 
to cut down your electricity bill and helps you to save the environment by a simple press on the button 
an your computer will go automatically in the sleep mode.
ø 6 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP
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Green Concept

BAMBOO DIGITAL PICTURE FRAME
Ecological friendly bamboo 7” digital picture frame. USB port, supports SD, MMC and MS and JPEG 
picture format.
22,3 x 1 x 12 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant • LVD-compliant     
    PP - SP - EG

BAMBOO OFFICE SET
Bamboo is one of the most durable and renewable resources on the planet and eco friendly. This 
office set includes a bamboo memory stick 2 GB 2.0 and a bamboo ballpoint.
17,7 x 10,2 x 3 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
   PP - SP - SR - EG

BAMBOO COMPUTER SET
Environmental friendly computer set is made out of bamboo. A bamboo tree is fast growing and does 
not take a long time to harvest and uses less energy to harvest than traditional forms of timber. Set 
includes optical mouse, 4-port usb hub 2.0 and ballpoint.
5,4 x 7,6 x 3,2 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
    PP - SP - EG
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RECYCLED USB STICK
Recycled paper.
Help do your part in protecting the environment and save your files on this memory stick made of 
recycled paper.
6 x 3 x 0,9 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

WATER POWERED CALCULATOR
With this solution you never need batteries anymore. This ecological friendly 8 digit calculator simply 
runs on fluid instead of a battery.
16,5 x 16,5 x 3,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

BAMBOO MEMORY STICK
Oval bamboo memory stick with keychain, which makes it easy to carry it with you.
6,3 x 2,8 x 1 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
    PP - SP - EG

DYNAMO CALCULATOR
Ecological friendly 8 digit calculator. Shake it for 20 seconds and it calculates for around 5 minutes.
11 x 5,5 x 2,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

ECO MEMORY STICK
Polylactic acid.
1 GB the casing of this memory stick is made of 100% biodegradable and compostable material. 
The casing can be separated from the USB components to contribute to waste reduction.
5,8 x 1,8 x 0,6 cm

EMC-compliant WEEE-compliant      
      PP

WATER POWERED CALCULATOR
8 Digit calculator that works 24 hours when you fill the water capsule with a few drops of water.
7,5 x 11 x 1 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

2 GB 2.0.

2 GB 2.0.

4 GB 2.0.

4 GB 2.0.
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Green Concept

WATER POWERED MINI CLOCK
This eco clock runs on liquids. Fill it up with water, juice, milk or even beer! Displays date and time. 
No batteries required.
5 x 2,5 x 4,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

WATER POWERED CLOCK
With this solution you never need batteries anymore. This ecological friendly design clock, simply runs 
on fluid instead of a battery.
10 x 16 x 3,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
    PP - SP - EG

SOLAR CLOCK
Nice compact desk clock with 12/24 time function, temperature and calendar function. Works on 
solar energy and a battery, which is included.
6 x 5,8 x 2 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

WATER POWERED CLOCK
Modern design water powered clock with analogue clock style time display. With detachable stand so 
that you can easily refill the water.
5 x 4 x 10,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

SOLAR PEDOMETER
Solar powered pedometer featuring steps, travelled distance and burned calories in different formats.
4 x 5 x 2,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

CO2 PEDOMETER
Be aware of the Co2 emission in this world. The ECO Co2 pedometer measures calories burned, 
distance travel, target steps and most of all the Co2 reduced by walking more instead of using 
vehicles for transport. Activities like driving a car creates a certain amount of Co2 from the engine 
burning fuel, depending on the fuel consumption and driving distance it is one of the reason the 
environment is being damaged. The ECO Co2 pedometer will be your first step to monitor and reduce 
your carbon footprint (Co2) with a new approach. 
wø 5,2 x 2 cm
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LEAF PEN HOLDER
This eco friendly pen holder consist out of biodegradable material which will decompose in a natural 
evironment.
8,5 x 8,5 x 8,8 cm

      PP

LEAF SPRING MEMO CLIP
Embrace the planet and go green with this memo holder made of biodegradable material.
4,5 x 3 x 6,5 cm

      PP

LEAF CLIP HOLDER
Environment friendly product that consist out of biodegradable material. The clip holder has a magnet 
to pick up the paper clip out of the holder and can also hold a memo on the top.
ø 5 x 9 cm

      PP
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Green Concept

NILE PEN
Recycled paper.
Go green with this recycled paper ballpoint.

      PP

SUNRISE PUSH
Biodegradable plastic.
Go green with this ballpoint made out of PLA.

     PP - SR

WOODEN BALLPOINT
Wood.
Back to basics with this wooden ballpoint.

     PP - SR

ALBANY
Biodegradable plastic.
Contribute to a better world and write green with this ballpoint made out of PLA.

     PP - SR

KNOCK DOWN BP
A pen that is right for you and the planet with recycled carton barrel, wooden clip and recycled plastic.
19 x 4,2 x 1,4 cm

     PP - SR

BIODEGRADABLE PEN
This ballpoint is made of Bio Plast material which is biodegradable. Material consist out of the 
cornstarch that is needed to create the Bio Plast which is extracted from corn seeds. This bio-plastic 
material is pioneering a new generation of eco-friendly products which has a low impact on the 
environment. Whilst it preserves its plastic characteristics, it is completely biodegradable.The Mater-Bi 
allows energy conservation, contributes to the reduction of the greenhouse effect and becomes a 
fertile compost.

     PP - SR
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BAMBOO PEN
This environment friendly pen is made out of bamboo. The bamboo tree is fast growing, it takes not a 
long time to be ready to harvest, and uses less energy to harvest than traditional forms of timber.

    PP - SR - EG

COLOMBO PORTFOLIO
Tea leave pulp. 
The island nation of Sri Lanka is known all over the world for its distinct and unique Ceylon tea. 
Women draped in colourful saris pluck the tea leaves by hand. The tea refuse is combined with post 
consumer recycled paper which together form the blend for this organic teadot paper. This stylish 
portfolio is 100% eco friendly and handmade in Sri Lanka using only the exclusive blend of teadot 
paper. It holds 30 sheets of A4 size organic teadot paper, a business card holder, a document flap 
and a pen loop. 
33 x 23,8 x 1,8 cm

     PP - SP

JAKARTA BAMBOO PEN
Bamboo is one of the most durable and renewable resources on the planet. The bamboo is fast 
growing and only takes a short time to be ready to harvest.

    PP - SR - EG

KOGGALA NOTEBOOK
Tea leave pulp.
An eco-friendly, convenient and stylish gift pack entirely handcrafted using discards of tea production 
from the famed Ceylon Tea plantations. The notebook and encompassing box are created out of 
exclusive organic teadot paper, a special blend of organic tea refuse and post-consumer recycled 
paper. Discard tea branches are used for the pencil with enhanced aroma of natural tea flavour.
12,7 x 12,4 x 2,3 cm

     PP - SP

2 PCS WOODEN TEA PENCILS
Tea branches.
Tea cultivation was established in Sri Lanka over a century by the colonial British and is still produced 
year round as a major export crop. Tea bushes are maintained in a standard length by pruning 
periodically and at times the older trees are uprooted to plant new. The tea estates of Deep Central 
Uva, a rural province in Sri lanka provide us all their throwaway tea branches to make pencils. the 
paper for the box is out of post consumer waste paper and tea refuse. No trees/branches are cut for 
the purpose of making this pencil. An environment friendly product.
16,7 x 6,2 x 2,2 cm

     PP - SP
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Green Concept

12 PCS PENCIL CASE
Wood.
12 pcs coloured pencils.
ø 3,6 x 14,2 cm

Formaldehyde – compliant • PCP-compliant • Conforms to EN 71     
    PP - SR - EG

BIODEGRADABLE STATIONARY SET
Think green, act green! Stationary set includes natural cotton pouch with 100% biodegradable 
plastic pen where even the plastic of the refill is 100% biodegradable, 100% biodegradable eraser, 
sharpener and bamboo paper pencil.
17 x 10 x 2 cm

   PP - SP - TR - EB

7 PCS PENCIL SET
Newspaper.
Playful pencil case that holds 6pcs of colour pencils made out of recycled newspapers. Also includes 
an eraser.
12,3 x 4,2 x 0,8 cm

Formaldehyde – compliant • PCP-compliant • Conforms to EN 71     
     PP - SP

3 PCS PENCIL SET
Pencil, sharpener and eraser.

     PP - SP

12 PCS PENCILS
Newspaper.
Contribute to a better world and use environment friendly products. These coloring pencils are made 
out of news papers.
ø 3,5 x 10,2 cm

Formaldehyde – compliant • PCP-compliant • Conforms to EN 71     
      PP

12 PCS 7” PENCILS COLOURING SET
Wood.
12 pcs colouring pencils in wooden gift box with sliding cover which you can use as a ruler.
21,5 x 4 x 3,5 cm

Formaldehyde – compliant • PCP-compliant • Conforms to EN 71     
    PP - SP - EG
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A4 RECYCLED NOTEBOOK
Recycled paper.
Helping the environment is not only for the eco-conscious but for everyone. Get your recycled paper 
notebook. It includes 60 sheets of lined recycled paper with the recycle symbol printed on each of 
them. The back of the notebook has a debossing of the recycle logo.
29,8 x 22 x 1,5 cm

   PP - SP - DB - HS

NOTEBOOK
This notebook comes with a recycled paper cover. It includes 100 sheets of lined paper, a pen loop 
to hold your pen and an elastic closure to keep your A5 format notebook closed.
18 x 12 x 1,5 cm

     PP - SP

RECYCLED JOTTER WITH PEN
Recycled paper.
This recycled paper jotter holds 40 sheets of lined recycled paper with the recycling logo printed on 
each page. On the back cover you will find a debossed recycling logo. Pen is made of cardboard.
14 x 8,8 x 1 cm

     PP - SP

RECYCLED NOTEBOOK WITH PEN
Recycled paper.
Contribute to a cleaner earth and use this A5 recycled paper notebook. Includes 60 sheets of 
lined recycled paper with the recycle symbol printed on them. The back of the notebook has been 
debossed with the recycling logo. Pen is made out of recycled paper as well.
18 x 14 x 0,8 cm

    PP - SP - SR

RECYCLED CARDBOARD JOTTER
Cover made from 100% recycled cardboard. Universal recycling symbol debossed on back cover. 
Includes 100 sheets of unlimited recycled paper with recycling symbol printed on each page. Elastic 
pen loop. Metal spiral bound rings.
8,3 x 12 x 1,2 cm

     PP - SP

NOTEBOOK
Recycled paper.
Cover made from recycled paper. Universal recycling symbol debossed on the back cover. Includes 
60 sheets lined recycled paper with recycling symbol printed on each page. A5 format notebook.
18 x 14 x 2 cm

     PP - SP
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Green Concept

RECYCLING BAG
90% PET and 10% polyester.
Organize your recycling now! These 3 bags give you the option organize your glass, paper or plastic 
before you deliver them to the recycle station. The bags are made of PET material, which is basically 
made of recycled plastic bottles that are melted and spinned into fiber.
30,1 x 22 x 35 cm

      SP

PREMIUM RUCKSACK
80 GSM non woven polypropylene.
Large main compartment with drawstring closure. Drawstring design for shoulder or backpack carry.
34 x 45,5 cm

     SP - TR

COTTON TOTE
100 GSM cotton.
Tote with open main compartment. Drop down hight of handles is 30 cm.
38 x 42 x 0,5 cm

     SP - TR
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DISPATCH BAG
150 GSM non woven polypropylene.
Dispatch bag with shoulder strap, open main compartment and several pockets under flap.
37,5 x 8 x 32,5 cm

     SP - TR

MIRO TOTE
80 GSM non woven polypropylene.
Open main compartment, drop down height shoulder strap 53 CM.
30 x 5 x 38 cm

     SP - TR

CONVENTION TOTE
80 GSM non woven polypropylene.
Slim design tote with open main compartment. Reinforced handles for added durabilty. Drop down 
height handles 29.2 CM.
40 x 38,1 x 1 cm

     SP - TR

GROCERY TOTE
80 GSM non woven polypropylene.
Open main compartment with supportive bottom board. Drop down height handles 25.4 CM.
38,1 x 33 x 25,4 cm

     SP - TR
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Green Concept

DISPATCH BAG
600D polyester PVC free.
PVC FREE Dispatch bag with velcro closure front flap, 2 big compartments, 2 small pockets, 1 velcro 
closure pocket, 4 pen holders, phone pouch and adjustable shoulder strap.
40 x 11 x 34 cm

     SP - TR

RUCKSACK WITH HANDLE
600D polyester PVC free.
PVC FREE Rucksack with bottle compartment, zipper front pocket with several pockets to store 
your small accessories as pens, CD’s, MP3 player. With special opening for your earplugs. Padded 
shoulder straps.
34 x 18 x 45 cm

     SP - TR

TRIANGLE CITY BAG
600D polyester PVC free.
PVC FREE Trendy city bag with adjustable shoulder strap, pouch for your mobile phone and zipper 
front pocket.
34 x 15 x 47,5 cm

     SP - TR

EXHIBITION BAG
600D polyester PVC free.
This PVC FREE bag has a adjustable shoulder strap, pen- and business card holder and a zipper front 
pocket.
42 x 11,5 x 39 cm

     SP - TR

CONFERENCE BAG
600D polyester PVC free.
PVC FREE Conference bag.
38 x 7 x 28 cm

     SP - TR

TREND RUCKSACK
600D polyester PVC free.
PVC FREE comfortable trendy rucksack with 2 front pockets. Available in several colors.
35 x 17 x 45 cm

     SP - TR
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ORGANIC RUCKSACK
Organic cotton.
Think eco act know and buy this organic cotton rucksack with 2 front pockets and closures that are 
made of coconut wood.
38 x 34 x 10 cm

     SP - TR

ORGANIC TRAVEL BAG
Organic cotton.
Go green with this organic travel bag that has a adjustable shoulder strap and a zipper pocket to store 
your accessories.
30 x 60 x 28 cm

     SP - TR

SHOPPER BAG
Jute.
Go natural with this jute shopper bag with open main compartment small front pocket and drop down 
length of the handles is 26 cm.
35 x 15 x 37 cm

     SP - TR

SHOPPER BAG
Jute.
Be green with this shopper bag that has a big main compartment, small front pocket.
45 x 12 x 35 cm

     SP - TR

ORGANIC SHOPPER BAG
Organic cotton.
Organic cotton is grown using methods and materials that have a low impact on the environment. 
Organic production systems replenish and maintain soil fertility, reduce the use of toxic and persistent 
pesticides and fertilizers, and build biologically diverse agriculture. This shopperbag has a open main 
compartment and 29cm dropdown height.
38 x 33 x 5,5 cm

     SP - TR

ORGANIC SHOULDER BAG
Organic cotton.
Organic cotton is grown from non genetically modified plants without the use of any agricultural 
chemicals such as fertilizers or pesticides. This organic shoulder bag has a zipper pocket on the front 
flap and several compartments to store small accessories.
32 x 34 x 8 cm

    PP - SP - TR
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Green Concept

RECYCLED RUCKSACK
51% PET and 49% polyester.
This environmentally friendly bag is made of recycled plastic bottles that are melted and spinned into 
fiber. The rucksack has a zippered main compartment and a small zipper front pocket.
30 x 14 x 41 cm

     SP - TR

TRAVEL BAG
51% PET and 49% polyester.
This environmental friendly bag is made of recycled plastic bottles that are melted and spinned into 
fiber. The travel bag has a big front pocket and 2 functional side pockets.
63 x 25,5 x 29,5 cm

     SP - TR

EXHIBITION BAG
51% PET and 49% polyester.
This environmentally friendly bag is made of recycled bottles that are melted and spinned into 
fiber. the bag has a big zipper compartment in flap and underneath the flap are pockets for your 
accessories and a separate pocket for your memory stick.
42 x 11,5 x 39 cm

     PP - SP

SHOULDER BAG
51% PET and 49% polyester.
This environmental friendly bag is made of recycled plastic bottles that are melted and spinned into 
fiber. This bag has a padded laptop compartment to carry your 15.4” laptop and several functional 
pockets for documents and accessoiries.
34 x 28,5 x 9 cm

     SP - TR

RECYCLED DOCUMENT BAG
51% PET and 49% polyester.
This environmentally friendly bag is made of recycled plastic bottles that are melted and spinned into 
fiber. This shoulder bag has a zipper pocket and organiser on the main big compartment under the 
flap that has a velcro closure.
40 x 11 x 34 cm

     SP - TR

BUSINESS LAPTOP BAG
51% PET and 49% polyester.
This environmental friendly bag is made of recycled plastic bottles that are melted and spinned into 
fiber. This business bag has a padded laptop compartment to carry your 15.4” laptop and several 
functional pockets for documents and accessories.
40,5 x 30,5 x 11 cm

     SP - TR
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RECYCLED URBAN MESSENGER
90% recycled PET and 10% PET.
Open main compartment with flap with velcro closure. Front zippered pocket. Two side beverage 
pockets. Adjustable shoulder strap. EcoSmart educational hang tag.
37 x 30 x 10 cm

     SP - TR

RECYCLED BRIEF
90% recycled PET and 10% PET.
Main zippered compartment. Front zippered pocket. Two side beverage pockets. Adjustable shoulder 
strap. Two carry handles. EcoSmart educational hang tag.
40 x 31 x 11 cm

     SP - TR

PORTFOLIO
51% PET and 49% polyester.
This environmentally friendly portfolio is made of recycled plastic bottles that are melted and 
spinned into fiber. Portfolio with zipper closure, several pen loops and several pockets to store your 
documents. Including note block.
34 x 26 x 2 cm

  PP - SP - TR - DB - HS -

RECYCLED PET LANYARD
Recycled PET / recycled plastic.
Sustainable lanyard with recycled PET webbing and recycled plastic buckles.
2,5 x 58 cm

AZO-compliant       
    PP - SP - TR -
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Green Concept

ORGANIC T-SHIRT
Single jersey knit of 100% organic combed Cotton.
This sustainable t-shirt of organic cotton allows you to give back to the environment. Side seams. Rib 
knit collar with elastane. Shoulder to shoulder tape of self fabric. Weight 160 g/m².
S-XXL

    SP - TR - EB

black

RECYCLED FLEECE
Anti-pilling treated fabric of 100% recycled Polyester fleece.
Who new PET bottles could be turned into comfortable clothing? This fleece sweater is the proof. Full 
zip. Two front pockets with zippers. Weight 230 g/m².
XS-XXL

AZO-compliant • Formaldehyde – compliant • Uses non-carcinogenic dyestuff • APEO-compliant    
      EB

navy

white

 ORGANIC POLO
S-XXL

    SP - TR - EB -

Piqué knit of 100% organic combed cotton.
Feel in touch with nature with this organic cotton polo. 2 Button placket with coconut buttons. 1x1 rib 
collar. Side slits. Self fabric neck tape. Ladies polo is form fitted. Weight 200- 210 g/m².

 LADIES’ ORGANIC POLO
S-XL

white

navy black white
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SUSTAINABLE WOOD BRAINTEASER
FSC controlled wood.
Challenge your brain and try to get the marble out of the dice.
7 x 7 x 7 cm

Formaldehyde – compliant • PCP-compliant • Conforms to EN 71     
    PP - SP - EG

BRAINTEASERS
4 x 4 x 4 cm

Formaldehyde – compliant • PCP-compliant • Conforms to EN 71     
    PP - SP - TR

WATER CARAFE WITH GLASS
Recycled glass.
5 Marmalade jars were reused to create this set. Get hydrated and eco united with this lovely water 
set of 100% recycled glass. The playful design fits Jamie’s look on life.
ø 9 x 28 cm

Safe for food contact       
     PP - EG -

SUSTAINABLE WOOD CUTTING BOARD
FSC controlled wood.
This tree shaped cutting board is made of FSC controlled wood. The Forest Stewardship Council 
promotes the responsible management of the world’s forests. So use this ‘tree’ to cut your vegetables 
and contribute to a better world.
23 x 35 x 1,8 cm

Formaldehyde – compliant • PCP-compliant • Safe for food contact     
    PP - SP - EG -
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Green Concept

SOLAR LIGHT CARABINER
Hook this solar light onto your belt or bag.
5 x 7,7 x 1,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

DYNAMO TORCH
Ultimate torch offers a 3 bright LED that never burns out as it does not need batteries, perfect for 
emergency situations.
15,5 x 6 x 5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

TIRE GAUGE
Contribute to a cleaner planet with less CO2 emission. Make sure your tires have the right pressure, 
this will not only lead to less CO2 emission but will also lead to less fuel comspumtion. Measures bar/
Kpa and LBS.
ø 1 x 9 cm

     PP - EG

DYNAMO TORCH
Due to the dynamo system you do not need any batteries this does not only save you money but its 
better for the environment as well. This torch consists of 2 LED.
10 x 5 x 2,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

DYNAMO KEY CHAIN TORCH
This wind up keychain torch never burns out.
3 x 4 x 1,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

SOLAR TORCH KEY CHAIN
This nice design torch key chains works on sunlight.
6,5 x 4 x 1,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP
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DYNAMO RADIO WITH TORCH
Dynamo waterproof FM radio with torch. This item has a button if you want to switch from 
rechargeable battery to AAA size battery.
15 x 5 x 6,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
    PP - SP - EG

SELF POWERED RADIO
Waterproof AM/FM radio with torch. Turn the crank in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction for 90 
seconds in 2 turns per second to charge the rechargeable battery pack.
13,5 x 6 x 3,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
     PP - SP

SOLAR LED TORCH
Powered by the sun. 2 LED solar torch works on solar panels and is environment friendly, you do not 
need batteries.
11,4 x 4,5 x 2,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

RECHARGEABLE TORCH/MOBLE PHONE CHARGER
Use your energy. Spin around the handle, save the energy and the environment with this dynamo 
torch with bright LED. Mobile power supply, back up your portable electronic equipment. Comes with 
5 pcs connectors for most types of Nokia, Sony- Ericson, Samsung and Motorola.
9 x 4 x 3,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

WINDUP TORCH
Wind it up and you’re set! Ideal for emergencies, the outdoor or even daily use. No batteries needed.
11,5 x 4 x 2,5 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP

RECHARGEABLE TORCH / MOBILE PHONE CHARGER
Turn around and get your energy. Dynamo torch with 3 bright LED. Mobile power supply to back up 
your portable electronic equipment. Comes with 5 pcs connectors for most types of Nokia, Sony- 
Ericson, Samsung and Motorola.
11,5 x 5,5 x 4 cm

EMC-compliant • WEEE-compliant      
      PP
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WATER POWERED CLOCK AND CALCULATOR

PENS AND PENCILS OF RECYCLED PAPER

RECYCLED PAPER STICKY NOTEPADS

RECYCLED PAPER NOTEBOOKS

RECYCLE BAGS

NON WOVEN AND COTTON SHOPPING BAGS



AP879003
“Liquid” water powered calculator
Plastic, 8 digit calculator. The calculator is 
powered by a galvanic cell filled with water. 
Delivered in white paper box.
111×76×19 mm
Print size: 40×8 mm; print colours: 4.

s

AP879002
“Reservoir” water powered clock
Plastic, digital table clock. The clock is powered 
by a galvanic cell filled with water. Delivered in 
white paper box.
85×85×65 mm
Print size: 20×8 mm; print colours: 1.

aP

AP800346
“Samba” dancing flower
Solar powered, plastic dancing flower.
65×50×110 mm
Print size: 20×10 mm; print colours: 2.

s

AP791115
“Flowcan” flower can
Metal can with soil and 6-8 pieces 
petunia seeds.
ø65×90 mm
Print size: 50×50 mm; print colours: 8.

aJ

AP886000
“Dude” grass-hair man
Ceramic man. The head of the figure 
is filled with grass seeds, which 
sprouts after few days watering.
76×60×31 mm

{
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AP731272
“Ecolife” ruler
Ruler made of recycled paper.
310×40 mm
Print size: 250×20 mm; print colours: 4.

P

AP892002
“Cell” solar torch
Solar mini torch with 3 leds, rubber 
covering and mini carabiner, including 
1 piece rechargeable battery.
35×60 mm
Print size: 20×20 mm; print colours: 2.

s

AP731428
“Petunia” flower pot
It contains 5-8 petunia seeds 
in different colours, the pot is 
made of biodegradable material.
ø65×62 mm

{
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AP791006
“Longi” sharpener
Dumpster shaped plastic pencil sharpener.
37×60×37 mm
Print size: 50×30 mm; print colours: 2.

P

AP731283
“Dustbin” penholder
Plastic penholder with dustbin design.
72×138×91 mm
Print size: 70×30 mm; print colours: 2.

P

AP731828
“Natura” pen
Ballpoint pen with case, made of recycled paper.
ø9×145 mm
Print size: 60×6 mm; print colours: 2.

P

AP791082
“Tori” ballpoint pen
Recycled paper ballpoint pen.
ø10×140 mm
Print size: 50×7 mm; print colours: 2.

aP

AP731827-00
“Recycard” pen pouch
Pen case made of recycled paper.
40×155 mm
Print size: 30×20 mm; print colours: 2.

P
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AP731271
“Compo” ball pen
Ball pen made of recycled paper and plastic, with 
black refill.
ø10×140 mm
Print size: 60×7 mm; print colours: 4.

P

AP731398
“Tundra” pencil
Environmental pencil, made of recycled paper.
ø7×175 mm
Print size: 70×6 mm; print colours: 2.

P

AP731335
Paper colored pencil set
Coloured pencil set made from recycled 
paper, in carton box with 6 pencils.
175×47×8 mm
Print size: 5×60 mm; print colours: 2.

P

AP731650
“Ecolour” ballpoint pen
Ballpoint pen made of recycled carton and 
white plastic. Delivered with blue refill.
ø10×138 mm
Print size: 40×6 mm; print colours: 2.

P
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AP731846
“Econote” sticky notepad
200 pcs sticky notepad in different sizes with 
ballpoint pen in cardboard case.
95×105×6 mm
Print size: 70×30 mm; print colours: 2.

s

AP809337
“Sizes” sticky notes
Different sized sticky notes in recycled 
paper case.
105×80×9 mm
Print size: 50×30 mm; print colours: 2.

P

AP791049
“Tunel” notebook
Recycled paper, 60 paged notebook 
with paper ballpoint pen.
165×210×10 mm
Print size: 60×30 mm; print colours: 2.

aP

AP791050
“Branchi” note block
Recycled paper, 100 paged note block.
85×98×10 mm
Print size: 60×30 mm; print colours: 2.

aP

AP731629
“Ecocard” notebook
70 paged, spiral notepad made of recycled paper. 
With recycled carton ballpoint pen. Delivered 
with blue refill.
90×146×8 mm
Print size: 50×15 mm; print colours: 2.

s
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AP731464
“Concern” notepad with pen
60 paged noteblock with ballpoint pen, 
made of recycled paper.
105×145×6 mm
Print size: 70×8 mm; print colours: 2.

s

AP791083
“Buyi” ballpoint pen
Recycled paper ballpoint pen with paper case.
ø8×120 mm
Print size: 50×7 mm; print colours: 2.

aP

AP809343
“Green-which” notebook
Recycled paper notebook with namecard holder, 
paper notes and pen. Delivered with black refill.
316×233×17 mm
Print size: 80×50 mm; print colours: 2.

a+

SCREEN PRINTING
This is the method for labelling textiles, plastic and paper products. 
Logos ranging from a few centimetres up to half a meter may be 
prepared by this method. The logo should be broken down into 
colours and applied to film and then clichés should be prepared. 
This film provides the basis for the screen.  A light-sensitive 
material is applied to the fine-woven canvas screen, and the 

light is screened off by means of the 
silk screen. The area where the path 
of light caught the dark film remains 
washable by the silk screen and the 
paint is leaked onto the textile surface. 
All products are treated with high 
temperature to make sure the logo 
becomes durable.

91
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AP731630
“Ecofriend” bag
3 pieces pp-woven bag, which can be used as recycling dustbins.
270×370×240 mm
Print size: 50×50 mm; print colours: 1.

+

AP731682
“Zoe” document folder
Recycled paper document folder with 
20 paged notebook.
255×346×10 mm
Print size: 120×60 mm; print colours: 2.

+

AP731273
“Ecological” document folder
Document folder made of recycled paper.
250×345×31 mm
Print size: 150×150 mm; print colours: 4.

+

AP731684
“Becket” document bag
Recycled cardboard document bag.
355×300×20 mm
Print size: 120×60 mm; print colours: 2.

+

AP731901
“Karu” baseball cap
100% cotton, natural colour baseball 
cap with velcro closure.
Print size: 110×50 mm; print colours: 8.

a0M

AP731683
“Mila” document folder
Recycled paper folder with snap fastener 
and 20 pages note block.
255×346×10 mm
Print size: 120×60 mm; print colours: 2.

a+
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AP731352
“Aloe” shopping bag
Shopping bag made of organic cotton, 
140 g/m².
400×400×100 mm
Print size: 200×200 mm; print colours: 6.

+

AP731394
“Biosphere” shopping bag
Environmental shopping bag, made of 
jute and polyesther.
320×385×80 mm
Print size: 250×250 mm; print colours: 6.

+

AP731396
Helena shopping bag
Recycled PET shopping bag. Material: 80% PET, 
20% non-woven 110g/m².
380×407mm
Print size: 180×100 mm; print colours: 8.

+

AP731468
“Dhar” jute shopping bag
Long strap, shopping bag. Made of jute.
380×420 mm

{

AP806609-00
“Shorty” cotton shopping bag
Reusable, cotton shopping bag with short 
handle (350 mm). 100% cotton, 95 g/m².
370×410 mm
Print size: 200×200 mm; print colours: 6.

+

AP806610-00
“Longish” cotton shopping bag
Reusable, cotton shopping bag with long 
handle (700 mm). 100% cotton, 95 g/m².
370×410 mm
Print size: 200×200 mm; print colours: 6.

+
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AP731483
“Expo” bag
Recycled, biodegradable plastic bag with press stud 
fastener and adjustable shoulder strap. It can be 
fastened to trolley bags. Material: pp-woven.
375×305×60 mm
Print size: 260×200 mm; print colours: 1.

+

AP731816
“Flubber” bag
Ecofriendly laminated PP bag.
400×350×130 mm
Print size: 250×120 mm; print colours: 2.

+

AP731804
“Nelo” document holder
Zipped document bag. Material: 
vegetal fibre.
390×280×25 mm
Print size: 150×80 mm; print colours: 2.

+

AP731803
“Verne” bag
Ecofriendly bag with long handle. With green 
handles and trimming. Material: jute fiber and PET.
380×340×130 mm
Print size: 120×80 mm; print colours: 6.
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